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Firstly a big thank you to all who attended Stars
2017. As a reminder, and for our readers who
couldn’t join us, there is a 25 minute-long video to
watch online: https://youtu.be/937ZkuLyj7w
We were certainly overwhelmed with
compliments as our guests obviously enjoyed the
great diversity that was on offer. In some ways, a
Railway Station, old Cars, working Oxen,
Characters, Tractors, Trains and of course the
omnipresent Classic Aircraft really represent more
than the sum of the parts. That is what makes Stars
events so special and unique.

Where else will one find a train running through
the wild untamed High Altitude African
Savannah? The Mountain Wanderer is seen on the
Sandstone Narrow Gauge Railway, which
will run more often at Stars of Sandstone 2019.
By then, we will have three additional carriages in
the consist. Photo credit: Chris Edwards

Planning for Stars 2019 is already under way.
Firstly, we will be arranging exclusive early
morning photographic opportunities for specialist
Railway Photographers. To offer a World Class
experience, the numbers will be restricted and
participation will require a separate booking to the
main event. More information appears on page 3.
Secondly, we have split Stars 2019 into two focus
groups. The International Festival days will cater
for visitors who have an interest in all or any of our
Heritage disciplines, and will culminate in a
Family Festival: a weekend of fun, with a more
relaxed feel, where families and children will take
centre stage. The greatest percentage of our
visitors tend to be non-specific general Heritage
enthusiasts, who are intrigued by what we have to
offer. Many are South Africans, who will be most
welcome on any day of Stars 2019, of course.
Bookings are open! For more information, see
page 2 and also the website
www.starsofsandstone.com
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S TAT S O F S TA R S 2 0 1 7
We are sure many are interested in how far our
trains travel during a Stars event. Here are the
statistics for Stars 2017:
Total Distance in kilometres
Total Passengers carried
Total Number of vehicles
Number of trips
Passengers kilometres
Freight kilometres

1146
7814
740
143
77381
6890

Photo credit: Rod Hering

OVERSEAS VISITORS
The management of an event such as Stars is
always a challenge.
One of the major
improvements we have made has been to
streamline the 2019 arrangements for our
important International Visitors, who are
sometimes bewildered by the logistics of getting to
Sandstone in the Eastern Free State countryside.
To make booking your visit as easy as possible,
Sandstone has appointed Geoff's Trains Limited,
a specialist Railway Tour Operator based in
England, as our exclusive International Sales
Agent.

Photo credit: Claire Nelson-Esch

Photo credit: Rod Smith

Geoff Cooke, owner of Geoff's Trains, is working
with Sandstone to offer packages that not only give
access to Stars 2019, but will include
accommodation, transport between
Johannesburg's gateway airport and the venue,
transfers to the festival and around the estate.
There will also be opportunities to plan meals,
special photo opportunities, post-festival main line
steam charters, touring and more. Geoff and his
team will be at Sandstone for the duration of the
festival to deal with any queries that you have. We
believe that this holistic approach will give the best
results for our important International Clientele.
There has been an increase in the number of groups
who have attended recent Stars events, and Geoff's
Trains will be pleased to deal with these as well. If
you have a club or group of friends, or if you are a
tour operator, Geoff is waiting to discuss the best
package for you and your clients. Geoff has
attended almost every festival held at Sandstone
and is uniquely placed to provide advice and
assistance.
The Geoff’s Trains website Click Here details the
various packages available and how to book for
Stars 2019. Their website will be updated regularly
and a newsletter will be sent to everyone who has
booked, keeping them fully informed of any
important developments.
Booking is easy: you will be asked to complete a
pre-registration form that is available online. The
information you send will be used to prepare the
most suitable package for you. Following any
queries you have, a tailor-made programme will be
sent to you for your approval after which your
confirmed booking will be processed.

Photo credit: Rod Smith

We look forward to seeing you at Stars 2019!
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S P E C I A L I S T E V E N T:
PHOTOGRAPHY
As mentioned on the cover page, the Stars 2019
event will provide dedicated opportunities for
specialist Railway Photographers.
Instead of simply providing an opportunity for
everyone to come early and photograph trains, the
Stars 2019 schedule will include the photographic
run pasts as special events in their own right.

Sandstone Glint. Photo credit: Geoff Cooke

These will be coordinated by Geoff's Trains, who
have had considerable experience in managing
photographic tours and run pasts around the world.
The number of participants will be limited to avoid
the problem of overcrowding, lack of available
transport from one location to another, and other
inconveniences. To take part in the early morning
photographic specials, please book this as an addon to your attendance at Stars 2019. There will be a
very diverse selection of freight trains in particular,
operating in the early morning.
Those booked for the photographic specials may
enter at 06h00 and breakfast will be served from
08h00 (only for photographers).
Gates will open at 08h30 for everyone else to enjoy
the day’s events and will be closed after dinner.
Our Food Village will be in operation all day and
early evening.
A large contingent of members of the Locomotive
Club of Great Britain attended Stars 2017. They
have provided us with some excellent photographs
(click here to view their report on Stars 2017)

Climbing the grade from Vailima Siding just before sunset with a flypast'.
Photo credit: Robin Patrick

On the left is a photo shot by Robin Patrick.
Sometimes pictures really capture the essence of
what Sandstone is all about, and this picture of four
WW2 era classic aircraft overflying Vailima
Siding as the Mountain Wanderer comes up the
gradient through the Cosmos and the Sunflowers
with Soutkop Mountain in the background says it
all.

S TA R C R E W S
The guys (and one woman) who made it happen
Running a Narrow Gauge Railway around the
clock non-stop for 10 days takes a tremendous
team effort.
Here is a group picture of the train control staff —
drivers, firemen, fitters and assistants from all
around the world who all helped to make it happen.
Well done to David Benn for managing to get all
these guys together for a photograph like this.
Most of them seem happy doing what they love
doing.

Photo credit: David Benn
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OUR ENVIRONMENT
The week prior to the release of this newsletter, we
had snow on the Maluti Mountains. This is
extremely unseasonal because this typically
happens during winter. A stunning sight
nonetheless.
One of our great passions at Sandstone is
gardening. Not just around the complex, but on a
grand scale to which many people have borne
witness. Not many farms plant 50ha of flowers
just for the pleasure of their guests — for Stars
2019, we hope to show you even more!

In 2017, we had a very good crop of
African Daisies which brightened up our
complex on many a dull Winter's day. It
is a self-sustainable programme
whereby we hand harvest the seed every
year and then plant it the following year.

Many people associate Sandstone with our inhouse multi-coloured Cosmos variety. Recently
we exported Cosmos seed to the UK, where it
appears to be flourishing.
Our tree planting programme is continuing apace.
We recently received 200 apple trees from South
Africa's top apple producing nursery, namely
Caledon Valley Nurseries, which is up the road
from Sandstone in the Eastern Free State. These
will create bosky/wooded areas in and around the
complex.

WILDLIFE
The left-hand image shows a Steenbokkie walking
gingerly along the edge of a Soya Bean field.
(Raphicerus campestris, also sometimes called
Steinbuck).
Sandstone Estates is unique since we allow herds
of Springbok (right-hand image) and Blesbok to
wander freely over all our lands without hindrance.
Our crop losses are negligible and the animals
delight one and all.

M O D E R N FA R M I N G
The Maize harvesting went well. It took nearly 6
weeks to complete the harvest due to the fact that
moisture levels remained high much longer than
normal. We unfortunately had a fire which wiped
out 27 ha of maize - caused by a seized bearing in
one of the combines. We were partly covered by
insurance, but not nearly enough to cover the value
of the crop.
Our Wheat crop, which was planted in June, has
had a rough time with the dry conditions. The
lands that had been rested the longest are doing the
best, which is logical. This picture was taken at
Kommandoberg.
Our Kenworth T900 purchased new 27 years ago
makes a tremendous contribution to harvest time.
A massively impressive piece of equipment with a
robust 550hp CAT motor in it. Like many of the
assets at the Sandstone Heritage Trust, we treat our
new equipment with great care because, before
you know it, it evolves into a classic heritage item!
“Grunter” here is probably at that stage already.
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WORKSHOPS
The mainstay of our entire operation is our
technical team. This group photograph of the guys
in our workshop cover between them all modern
machinery and they also do a considerable amount
of maintenance on our Heritage equipment. A
number of them have been associated with
Sandstone since its inception in 1996.

They are, from left, Janki Palmer, David
Mpholo, Louis Steyn, Henry Brown, Lucky
Khabele, Johan Nel, Tankiso Montsi, Rico
Viljoen and Chris Wilson.

C H E R RY F E S T I VA L
WEEKEND
Every year in November, a well-known festival is
held in the Ficksburg area, known as the Cherry
Festival to highlight the fact that the Eastern Free
State is South Africa's premier cherry growing
area. It provides an opportunity for local farmers
and businesses to showcase what they do.
The Sandstone Heritage Trust is no exception and
we run trains over the Cherry Festival weekend
and put on demonstrations of Military vehicles, we
in-span the oxen and ensure that there is a good
selection of old agricultural machinery on display.

The Sandstone main complex was opened to
visitors over the Cherry Festival. Good rains
the week before had made a vast difference to
the gardens and fields. Africa's ability to
recover from drought never fails to astonish.

These art deco posters were available at Stars 2017
but we did not have travel sleeves for them. We can
now supply them at the following prices:
Posted from the UK to worldwide destinations
(P&P included): £10. Posted from South Africa
(P&P included): R120. Please place your orders
with (South Africa) Babita Hira
(E:
babitan@sandstone.co.za) or for everywhere else:
Louise Norton in the UK (E:
tourism@sandstone.co.za). If there are any left by
then, they will also be on sale at Stars 2019.
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2ft NARROW GAUGE
LOCOMOTIVES
For Railway Enthusiasts, simply mention the word
'Lawley' and they know exactly what you are
talking about. To people with less exposure to the
wider Steam Preservation picture, this is about two
of the most iconic locomotives at Sandstone
Estates.
Sandstone has a number of unique and very
significant locomotives in its collection, but none
have captured the imagination of visitors more
than the two Lawley 4-4-0's. Originally built for
the construction of the Beira Railway from 1895 to
1897, the design shows the classic lines of a 19th
Century steam locomotive with a long low boiler
and tall chimney, much admired by rail enthusiasts
around the world.

Above, Lawley at Sunrise
by David Rodgers 2004
Right, double-heading Lawleys!
by Gary Barnes

The two Sandstone examples have slight
differences, with number BR7 being of the F2 type
and NG97 (ex BR25) being of the F4 type with
detail differences and larger cylinders. Both were
built at the Falcon works in Loughborough in the
UK for delivery in 1895 as part of a 42-engine
order for the Beira Railway, but only six locos are
known to survive from the original order.
SAR Class NGG11: 2-6-0+0-6-2
The history of the steam locomotive is well
documented, as are many of the milestones in its
development. It is possible, however, that the
design of the Garratt locomotive type by Herbert
W. Garratt, patented in 1907, may have been one
of the most significant steps forward.

On the left: NGG11 No. 52 standing derelict at SANRASM some years ago, and
On the right, Sandstone’s wonderfully restored NGG11 No. 52 in 2017.
This was a very tough restoration which took nearly 4 years to complete.

The design enabled a powerful locomotive to
operate with a relatively low axle loading
compared with conventional style locomotives.
The boiler in effect supplied two engines, being on
a separate frame mounted on two power bogies.
After the locomotive builders, Kitson, turned
down his design, it was accepted by the
Manchester-based firm of Beyer-Peacock. They
held exclusive rights to the design which then
became better known as the Beyer-Garratt type.
South African Railways were one of the first
railway administrations in the world to show
interest in the Beyer-Garratt, as the constraints of
the “narrow” Cape gauge and 2ft narrow gauge
required innovative solutions for balancing
power, axle loading and the ability to handle
sometimes tortuous curves. The SAR would
ultimately operate the largest fleet of BeyerGarratt locomotives in the world.
Surprisingly, it was the 2ft Narrow Gauge system
that placed the first order in 1914, but certainly to a
lower spec than if it had been a 3'6” gauge version.
They were of the 2-6-0+0-6-2 configuration, but
were unsuperheated and fitted with slide valves.
Three were ordered (No's 51, 52 and 53), however,
the advent of the First World War saw their
delivery delayed until 1919.
Left, Strutting her stuff almost 100 years later,
ex-SAR Class NGG11 No. 52 named Boadicea
(after a feisty Queen of the British Celtic Iceni
tribe around AD 60). Photo credit: Robin Patrick
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HISTORIC DINING CARS
When an ordinary day visitor sits in one of the
beautiful Dining Cars at Sandstone, he or she
would have no idea of its origin. The logistics of
finding, lifting, moving, restoring and reinstalling
a 1920s Dining Car is an exercise that one really
needs to deeply reflect on, and we often sit and
wonder how on earth we did it!

Up and over as Dining
Car 215 leaves Midrand

Left to right:
Arno Serfontein, Wilfred
Mole and Dave
Richardson at the loading
in February 2004

The interior of
Dining Car 198
“Umgeni”

Coach numbers 198 and 218 both in position just after 218 “Riet” was placed
next to her sister. A final coat of paint was still to be applied at one end.

The heyday of South African Railways saw much
more long-distance passenger traffic than is the
case today. The use of Dining Cars, with their
accompanying Kitchen Cars, was commonplace
on most trains in those days. The A-22 type Dining
Car was a significant step forward in railway
catering in the 1920s, in that each Dining Car was
permanently coupled to a Kitchen Car of the AA23 type. This enabled the seating capacity to be
increased to 44 (instead of only 24 seats where the
kitchen was part of the single dining car). The AA23 Kitchen Car also included a pantry and staff
quarters for convenience. The units were fitted
with the most modern equipment available at the
time.
As passenger services were withdrawn, the use of
the dining and kitchen car combinations became
much less frequent. Many of the older vehicles,
such as the A-22 type, which were of wooden
construction, were withdrawn from service by the
1980s. Many were sold off to private owners and
ended up as restaurants or in gardens.
One such example was the L'Orient Express
Restaurant in Halfway House near Johannesburg,
which was started with three A-22 Dining Cars
(numbers 198, 215 & 218) and an AA-23 Kitchen
Car (number 253). By 2000, the restaurant was a
Johannesburg landmark, now called The Train
Restaurant, famous for such delicacies as
crocodile, and was closed in 2002. In late 2003,
Sandstone acquired the coaches and other
materials and these had to be relocated, proving no
mean feat!
The coaches were effectively indoors and the
buildings had to be demolished to get to the
coaches with a 320-ton capacity crane. Each coach
stood on a short piece of track that was extended to
roll them clear of the building. Although they had
stood immobile for twenty years or so, each coach
rolled easily clear after lubrication of the bearings,
which were in first class condition. The bogies
were removed and the everything loaded on
special road trailers, moved to Boksburg East
Station where the coaches were rebogied and
placed back on rail. After a Spoornet inspection,
where the bearings and brake gear were found to be
entirely satisfactory, the four coaches, together
with another coach acquired from a local mine,
were railed through to Vailima Siding without any
problems.
Today, numbers 198 and 218 are used as a dining
facility in the Sandstone main complex, close to
the Waenhuis Restaurant and Hoekfontein Station.
One of the A-22 Diners plus the AA-23 Kitchen
Car are still in undercover storage.
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COMPLETE STOP
New stop signs on the Narrow Gauge Railway
Gert Jubileus of our Steam Division has proposed
that new Stop Signs be erected to make sure that
safety is guaranteed. We have looked at a
number of examples from railways around the
world and we will adopt something similar to this
one.
Steam Running Shed reports SEE LINKS ON LAST PAGE

C O C O PA N S
Part of the greater Sandstone Railway, the
Children's Railway, known as Seb's Railway, uses
locomotives like Little Bess and a Decauville —
which were traditionally industrial locomotives
which would have been used for pulling coco pans.
Sandstone has 6 operational coco pans and 2 under
rebuild, but the little engines could pull 24 or more
coco pans at a time.
If you know where there are derelict coco pans that
might be available, please contact us. There were
many tens of thousands of them on the Mines in
Southern Africa, but they were very tempting
targets for scrap dealers, and as a result, there are
very few left.
For Coco Pan availability contact Mike Myers (E:
mikem@sandstone.co.za, T: 011 805 4692)
Photo credit: Caleb Scott

C E R E S R A I L AWA R D
Ceres Rail in the Western Cape are doing a superb
job of showcasing South Africa's Steam Heritage
to the world. Operating regular schedules to and
from Ceres and the Cape Town Waterfront, they
have also taken over Atlantic Rail which operates
to Simonstown and Stellenbosch. A number of
new lines are due to be opened shortly.
The Sandstone Heritage Trust has a close working
relationship with Ceres Rail and we cooperate on a
number of fronts. David Shepherd's 15F No. 3052,
a world renowned locomotive, is about to make the
long journey to Cape Town to join the Ceres Rail
fleet of Main Line locomotives.

A Ceres Rail charter with 19D 3322 and 19B 1412 departing Table Bay Harbour
with 11 coaches (plus 2 tanks). Photo credit: Peter Rogers

Recently, Ceres Rail and Transnet jointly received
a Platinum award for Sustainable Supply Chain
Management from an independent body. This
achievement brings huge credibility to the private
sector who have been trying for years to gain
traction in the Railway Preservation sector.
Labour Union related policy and an antipathy to
privatisation or even concessions have inhibited
the development of South Africa's Branch lines in
particular. It appears that things are changing.
Read more at: http://www.ceresrail.co.za
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M I L I TA RY M AT T E R S
by Andy Selfe
I spent 2 years restoring the two MarmonHerrington Mk4 Armoured Cars which were
unveiled at Stars 2017. The full story of their
restoration is covered in a blog,
http://armouredcarmk4.blogspot.co.za/ it was
very rewarding to see them out in public again!

Above, Andy Selfe in “his” Mk4.
Top left, Aidan McCarthy took this
dramatic shot of the one MarmonHerrington on the obstacle course
during the Sound of Thunder demo
in April 2017. The other restored
Armoured Car will be on static
display.
Left, the Ferret Mk1 (without turret)
which will be restored by Gavin Brown
and his team.
Below, Geelmielie’s payload of Mk2
Ferrets just arrived in Grabouw

I attended several days of the Stars event, and
looked around for another project. Sandstone
Heritage Trust had taken over all the military
vehicles from the Boet Percival Collection in
Bloemhof; in fact, one of the Marmon-Herrington
Mk4s came from there.
I discovered an Eland 90 in sorry state on a flat
wagon, the hatches were rusted solidly shut, or
open! Then I spotted three Ferret Scout Cars: one
Mk1 in a quite reasonable condition, and two
Mk2s (with turrets) in a very poor state. The
possibilities were discussed, and it was decided
that the good Mk1 should go to Gavin Brown and
his team who were at Stars as part of the Aviation
contingent.
The two Mk2 Ferret Scout Cars have now been
brought to me in Grabouw (Western Cape) for
some long overdue attention. While Geelmielie
was here in the Cape, it also loaded a restorable
railway wagon at Ratanga Junction theme park for
the return trip to Sandstone..
Sandstone Heritage Trust and the SA Armour
Museum have been working together for years to
preserve the military history of South Africa and
more about the different vehicles, Artillery Guns
and Air Defence Artillery Guns (ADA). One of
these Guns is a 3.7 inch AA Gun that is currently
standing in Bloemhof and we are launching an
operation to collect this item and bring it to
Sandstone for the necessary renovation process.
The gun will one day form part of the Sandstone
Heritage Trust Military Collection in a loan
agreement with the SA Armour Museum.

The QF 3.7 Inch AA Gun Mk II being towed by a Samil 50 Gun tractor.

The QF 3.7-inch AA was Britain's primary heavy
anti-aircraft gun during WW2. It was roughly the
equivalent of the German 88mm FlaK and
American 90 mm, but with a slightly larger caliber
of 94mm. It was used throughout WW2 in all
theatres except the Eastern Front. The gun was
produced in six major variants, two versions
(mobile and fixed) and in considerable numbers.
The Mk VI ordnance used only with a fixed
mounting, gave vastly increased performance. It
remained in use after the war until AA guns were
replaced by guided missiles. The gun was also
used as the basis for the Ordnance QF 32-pounder
anti-tank gun variant used on the Tortoise heavy
assault tank.
We shall report as things happen!
Picture left: Our First World War Feldbahn
locomotive with a Military consist. In April 2019,
once again there will be great synergy between our
Military collection and Sandstone’s 2-ft Narrow
Gauge Railway.
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N E W H E R I TA G E G E M
IN WESTERN CAPE
Nearly two years ago, Sandstone Heritage Trust
entered into an agreement to purchase what we
believe is the oldest living example of line shafting
and engineering equipment on the African
continent: the Klipdale Yster- en Staalwerke in the
hamlet of Klipdale, in the Western Cape.
The reason we did so, is that there was a real danger
that it would be demolished and scrapped. The old
place was found to be completely intact with all its
machine tools, and the last employee of the family
that ran it from 1925 to 1990 is still on site — Nico
Swart only stopped operating the engineering
works for health reasons but still lives in the main
house. Situated on the Cape Town-to-Protem
railway junction to Bredasdorp.
Our ever vigilant unofficial Western Cape
representative, Andy Selfe. put together a small
group of volunteers who have been to Klipdale
several times to tidy up and carry out an inventory.
They are now systematically 'waking up' the
machines one by one. Andy intends to donate a
stationary engine to replace the electric motor
driving the line-shafting. Sandstone might one day
provide a portable stationary steam engine so that
the workshop becomes steam driven.
To give you all an idea of the 'feel' of Klipdale
Yster- en Staalwerke, please watch this short
video: https://youtu.be/8Wdm2BTGVTc
Its actual long-term future has not been decided
upon, but we are in serious discussions with Ceres
Rail about running trains from Cape Town to
Klipdale. The junction has a balloon which will
allow whole trains to turn around and return to
Cape Town, or continue to Bredasdorp. The
Klipdale Yster- en Staalwerke could prove a
worthy visitor stop.

Photo credit:
Ralph Montagu

Any direct assistance that Andy Selfe and Noel
Greeff, who has been doing the inventory, can
obtain would be appreciated. It would be an
excellent recreational pastime for someone with
engineering interests and knowledge to go out
there from time to time. Another building could be
converted into a guest house for use exclusively by
volunteers at the Works. This is important, because
to go there and back in a day, say from Cape Town,
leaves little time for meaningful progress.
Finally, the Railway Station building is a classic
and is in very good condition. It was actually built
about 10 years before the engineering works. We
will feature details of this Edwardian Railway
Station in a future edition of our newsletter..
What we are asking for now are expressions of
interest and how people think we could proceed.
We would be delighted to hear from you if you
have any other thoughts and ideas. Please contact
us via Andy on aselfe@mweb.co.za
Please let Andy know if you wish to be included in
the circulation of news and progress at this old
place, too.
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RARE BREEDS
We currently have 24 oxen trained to be inspanned, which is the maximum number which
appears to have ever been in-spanned.
We have achieved this by breeding all the oxen
ourselves on the farm. Long-horned Afrikaner
oxen were rare but, as a result of a decision taken
15 years ago, a core breeding herd was established
which now numbers 180 head in total. This
produces many calves every year and, after careful
screening at around 18 months, some are selected
to become mature draft animals. They can expect
to continue to do that for up to 12 or even 14 years.
Raymond Hohls, Charl Malan, and Henry Mosito
and his team do an excellent job of training the
Sandstone Oxen constantly.
We are also focussing on expanding the number of
Bont Afrikaners (the speckled ones) in the herd.
The black & white picture shows oxen waiting
patiently at the Johannesburg Market during the
Anglo-Boer War. If you look carefully, you will
see many of these animals have the distinctive
white markings which are characteristic of Bont
Afrikaners. Our motivation to locate and to try and
restore Bont Afrikaners as a recognised breed
came about as a direct result of a study of pictures
like this.
The breed almost became extinct in the early 20th
century during the Second Boer War, their
numbers depleted through destruction and due to
an outbreak of Rinderpest that halved the country's
total cattle population. Luckily, we were able to
find a few bulls from die-hard breeders who
maintained the genetics for nostalgic reasons.
There is a lot of speculation, but it seems that there
was crossbreeding between the Afrikaners and the
Nguni cattle, which is the most likely source of the
Bont Afrikaner origin at one stage.
The great advantage of Afrikaner cattle is that they
are well adapted to arid conditions, extreme heat
and tropical diseases and have adapted to cope
with both internal and external parasites. Most
beef breeds in South Africa have some Afrikaner
genetics in order to bring these particular
characteristics to the fore.

MULES
Who would have thought that mules were
endangered? There are now very few left. We
have developed a programme to try to breed mules
using donkeys and horses of course, but we are
also training the few that we have. We have two
older mules who are now due for retirement, seen
here pulling a buggy.
However, two younger animals that we acquired
recently have been broken in and will replace
these two as an attraction at Stars 2019.
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AV I AT I O N
by Gavin Brown.
We are planning a variety of aircraft to be seen,
heard and experienced at Stars 2019, and the list
will include the evergreen Harvards and Tiger
Moths.

The Stampe VS 4 aircraft

The Stampe SV4 should make a welcome return to
the event after being badly damaged in a hangar
collapse at Springs. On inspection of the wreck, it
was found that it would be impossible to repair the
damaged wings. We also found that some of the
wood in the fuselage was in a poor condition. After
consultation with Gavin Michal, a woodwork
specialist, it was decided to rebuild the aircraft as
new, replacing the wings and fuselage. The rebuild
is progressing steadily with the wings being
complete and the fuselage at 90%. We are still
searching for some small parts that were damaged
but are confident that it will be a Star in 2019.
Other aircraft on approach (so to speak), are a
Boeing Stearman, Piper Cub and Beech
Staggerwing among others. Representing the
helicopter fraternity will be an Allouette and a
Gazelle.
The Sandstone Aviators look forward to flying
with you once again! Any queries should be
directed to Gavin Brown (E: gavin@watex.co.za).

OLD CLASSICS
Classic Farm Machinery: we have a unique
commitment to keeping old agricultural machinery
working productively. In this case, our Hanomag,
Model R545 Special.
Why use a machine costing hundreds of thousands
of Rands when we can use a sturdy old Hanomag
which would only fetch a few thousand Rands on
auction?
The old Leyland Bus which had done hundreds of
thousands of kilometres traversing the dusty back
roads of Africa before it came to Sandstone, is the
mainstay of our transportation for early morning
run pasts and photographic specials.
This wonderful old Leyland bus, now operated by
the African Star Bus Company, survived Stars
2017, but there were some problems with both the
engine and the gear box at the time. Rather than
repair the engine, we discovered that in our
extensive Curatorial Centre we had a Leyland
truck with the identical engine. This truck had been
given to us by a well-meaning Preservationist who
had emigrated to Australia. It has been quietly
waiting its place in the sun for 10 years. Because
the engine is in tip-top condition, we have done an
engine transplant from the truck to the bus. Simple,
easy and highly cost-effective. The restoration of
the truck is, however, not off the agenda as a result,
because we have a number of these engines which
could be overhauled. Click here to hear the
Leyland truck engine start up first kick after many
years in storage: http://bit.ly/2iqkCBH
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N E W A R R I VA L S
While truly classic heritage items are not as
common as they used to be, there are people who
cherish their family's possessions and for varying
reasons, decide that they need to go to a good
home.
Here is an excellent example: a threshing box and
Adams Grader used by a family over generations
has been donated to the Sandstone Heritage Trust.
The Grader will need one tyre and a radiator recore, but can then be put to work on the farm. It is
so rewarding to receive items in this condition,
because they can be put to use without undue delay
or expense.

Left, A much heavier grader
than other IH based machines,
eg the Trojan, based on a
Farmall M
Below left, Another grand
old SA name remembered
only on old machines such
as this – obviously the
importer & distributor

Joseph Adams pioneered the “leaning wheel”
concept in graders in 1885 with his “Little
Wonder” horse-drawn grader.
From then until 1953, Adams made a huge variety
of earthmoving equipment before being taken over
by Le Tourneau.
This particular unit seems to be a model 610 from
the late 40s & early 50s, and is fitted with IH's
UD16 engine.

Is it a Diesel? Is it a petrol? It is both of course. IH's robust
diesel engine which starts on petrol. Hence the injector pump
on one side and carb & magneto on the other side.

TRACTION ENGINES
Arguably one of the most interesting and rare
displays at every Stars event — we have a
magnificent collection of traction engines, road
locomotives, road rollers and stationary
agricultural engines. Unfortunately, there are very
few people who still understand them well enough
to operate them. We rely on friends who come out
from overseas to assist us, such as Peter Best who
has been a real stalwart, and on the local scene
Henk du Preez has found time in his busy schedule
to help us on occasions. Johannesburger, Shawn
Spaan has done any number of shifts on the
Sentinel Steam Lorry as well.

Capturing the essence of Sandstone.
A 1910 ex-WW1 Peerless Truck leads the way across Sandstone's landing strip which
is receiving a solid pounding from the heavyweight traction engines.

We really need more experienced operators and
drivers for these traction engines, who would
devote themselves to working and demonstrating
these machines for Stars events. We simply do not
do justice to this collection, but, with 18 months
ahead of us, we are determined to increase the
exposure of our fleet of road engines before the
next Stars event.
Please contact us via tourism@sandstone.co.za if
you would like to join our Traction Team.
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CLASSIC CARS
Many of the heritage assets at Sandstone Estates go
back to long before the Trust was established, and
some of them are in the private ownership of the
Directors.

Wilfred Mole with his MGA
in 1964 and again in 2017

These two pictures are interesting. On Friday, 10
November 2017, a newly upgraded MGA, which
was purchased second-hand by one of the directors
in 1964 was photographed in exactly the same
place 53 years later. The house is still in the family
ownership, and, in searching through archive
photographs, this particular picture of the MGA
was located and then the scene was re-enacted – the
same house, the same place, the same car, the same
person, but 53 years apart.
Without question, the Model A Ford Club of South
Africa has made an enormous difference to our
Stars events. Not only do they present Model A
Ford cars in every possible configuration, but they
are active, they love driving around the site, having
picnics in the cosmos and generally making
themselves at home. Consequently, they then
feature in thousands of photographs taken at the
event. Whether by design or by accident, they
always make a very special contribution to the allround Heritage image that we seek to create at
Stars.

Many fires burn at Sandstone in the fire boxes of locomotives in our hearts and
under the Boerewors. Photo credit Gary Barnes

A 1930 Model A Ford passing Camellia Avenue,
Hoekfontein at Sandstone Estates
Photo credit: Dennis Mitchell

REFLECTIONS
Why would City people visit Sandstone? It is for
experiences like these.
Despite the proliferation of shopping malls
throughout the country none of them really provide
a quality experience like this. Spending quiet time
with these two oxen will probably be etched in this
young lady's memory for life.
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VISITOR EXPERIENCES
Marc-Henri Andre from Switzerland sketched this
picture of our Railway Station while he was at
Stars 2017. It is amazing how a drawing like this
can in some ways create a more powerful
impression of the subject matter than even a
photograph might.
A Visitor's Perspective, from Kenneth J Jönsson
of Finland
“South Africa has always been a subject of special
curiosity for we Finns. We learn at school that
South Africans are hardworking and do not try to
please anyone in particular, something that we
want to see in ourselves. Those very few of us who
have had the possibility to travel this far away have
also explained that South Africa is breathtakingly
beautiful and vast, with good and affordable food,
not to mention the good wines.”
Illustration of Hoekfontein Station by Marc-Henri Andre

Kenneth's daughter, Linda,
watching the tank
demonstration,
“The Sound of Thunder”
at Stars 2017

He goes on to say, “we walked around watching
oxen being harnessed to some wagons, steam
engines in various shapes being started, vintage
tractors passing by, motorcycles with sidecars
passing and of course old cars from the 1920s and
even older, in mint condition. Never, in my life,
could I have imagined being able to see all this in
one place. All machines being run by enthusiasts,
showing how farming used to be done and always
with a decent attitude and respect for both
machines, nature and people.”
Of the steam trains, he says, “Watching the
operator throwing coal into the fire, stopping the
train in order to change track, slowly building up
speed and eventually “blowing the horn” was
something it probably will be impossible to forget.
What a treat. So many enthusiasts, volunteers and
the occasional worker made our day very, very
special. We do hope that the Sandstone team have
the energy to pull this off again in a couple of
years.”
— Editor’s Note:
You see, Kenneth? We are
doing just that!

We thought we would share
with you all a delightful
handwritten essay on a visit
to Sandstone written by
Jessica, an 11 year old from
Switzerland. Now that Seb's
Railway is operational, we
are focussing ever more on
the younger generation and
encouraging them to come
and enjoy time in the Eastern
Free State with their parents.
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C L O T H I N G D O N AT E D
Many of our visitors have been kind enough to
recognise that the local community, although well
supported by Sandstone Estates, is always in need
of extra clothing. All clothing donations are very
carefully handled by Alina Halafu (E:
alinah@sandstone.co.za). If you have extra
clothing that you do not need, please let us know.
Our Jo'burg office is also available to receive these
items. Please contact Babita Hira (E:
babitan@sandstone.co.za) in that regard.
The photograph shows a selection of items donated
as well as the happy recipients, thank you all.

SPONSORSHIP
Southern Free State Boys U12 Hockey Team
2017
Over the period of 7 to 11 July 2017, the Boys and
Girls under 12 Inter-Provincial hockey tournament
was presented at Maritzburg College in
Pietermaritzburg. The Southern Free State was
represented by an A and B team, with players being
selected from schools located in Bloemfontein and
within the Southern Free State.
Sandstone Estates sponsored the B team with back
packs and long sleeve exercise shirts. The boys
were looking good in their shirts and the back
packs as they moved around at the tournament.
They finished in the 5th position out of the 12
participating teams. Well done, all of you!
The Boys B Team want to thank Sandstone Estates for their sponsorship,
in ensuring that they looked the part throughout the Hockey Tournament.

P R I N T E D M AT T E R
SAR Mainline Coach Drawing Book
Leith Paxton has released a SAR Mainline coach
drawing book.
It covers 166 drawings of coaches from type A
(Dining Saloons), to H (Baggage Vans) as well as
many Privates, from the first corridor coach built
for the CGR in 1892 to the last of the Watson
wooden coaches built 1956. The drawings, in all
cases, were reconstructed from the original SAR
drawings and photos of many of the subjects do not
survive. It is available in A4 soft cover and costs
R400 plus R45 P&P Registered mail.
Please contact Leith direct (E:
thepaxtons@cybersmart.co.za) should you wish to
purchase a copy.
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Stars of Sandstone 2017 videos on You Tube
by Trevor Staats - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ih7MII0JZhE
by Landbou - https://youtu.be/SqzJYdYjJwI?t=48
by Frameline - https://youtu.be/937ZkuLyj7w
Fascinating archive YouTube video giving a tour of the Marmon-Herrington
production line in WW2. https://youtu.be/1rzMgTvahHY
Stars 2017 together with a lot of additional information on the history of Steam
Preservation in South Africa was featured in the August 2017 edition of the Pyrenees
Heritage Preservation magazine from Lake Goldsmith, Victoria, Australia. Keen
enthusiasts will find it of interest, see: http://bit.ly/2hBEssR

MEDIA LINKS
SANDSTONE STEAM REPORTS
In addition to this Stars of Sandstone Newsletter, Gert
Jubileus at the Sandstone Railway Running Shed
produces an outstanding technical bulletin every
fortnight or so, covering the work that they do. It is for
serious-minded railway enthusiasts, mechanical
engineers and people who are interested in machinery.
Since our last newsletter we have had a number of these
Steam Reports published:
September http://bit.ly/2B0B7Mc
October http://bit.ly/2jBIjdH
November http://bit.ly/2hJKXxA

Some time ago, a Bollywood movie was shot at Sandstone, the trailer has now been
released and it has some interesting scenes at the farm, see: http://bit.ly/2zO6Pib
An interesting article appeared in a German publication following Stars 2017:
German Version: http://bit.ly/2zflVh8 and English version: http://bit.ly/2mFeTfB

BOOKINGS
Bookings for the 2019 event can be made as
follows:
Via the event site www.starsofsandstone.com
and click on BOOKINGS
If you are outside of South Africa:
Please visit the website at http://www.geoffstrains.com or email Geoff direct at
geoff@geoffs-trains.com

A classic April scene at Sandstone Estates –
Cosmos, train, oxen, mountains all combined
together to create a wonderful landscape image

HOT NEWS!
Sandstone Estates, the 2016 ROCCI/FNB Gold
Winner Award for Tourism, followed up with a
second Gold Award 2017 for Tourism Business of
the Year 2017 at a lavish function held at the
Silverstar Casino held on Saturday, 18 November
2017.
ROCCI and FNB also celebrated their 10th
anniversary as co-hosts of the prestigious Business
of the Year Awards. ROCCI is one of South Africa's
biggest Chambers of Commerce and was the
runner up in the SBi Business Chamber of the Year
Awards in 2017 in the Diamond Category.
Sandstone is proud to not only have been
nominated again, but is especially proud to have
won the Gold Winner award for a second year
running. Sandstone thanks ROCCI/FNB and the
judges for recognising Sandstone for what it has
achieved in the Tourism sector in South Africa.

From all of us at Stars’19 — that’s all for now!
Gert Jubileus
THE SANDSTONE TEAM Curator, Narrow Gauge Railway: gertj@sandstone.co.za
www.starsofsandstone.com

Preserving the best of the Past for the Future

Please click on the logo to visit the
Stars of Sandstone website

| T: +27(0)82 811 0254
Curator, Military Collection: Raymond Hohls
rhohls@mweb.co.za | T: +27(0)82 990 5640
Curator, Agricultural Heritage: Chris Wilson
chrisw@sandstone.co,za | T: +27(0)84 556 1117
International Enquiries: Louise Norton
tourism@sandstone.co.za | T: +44(0)1747 820499
@SandstoneEstates
South African Enquiries: Leigh Sanders / Alina Halafu T: +27(0)51 933 2235
leighs@sandstone.co.za | alinah@sandstone.co.za

Event Matters & Newsletter Editor:
Dave Richardson | daver@sandstone.co.za
Newsletter Production:
Claire at Eschie Graffix
@SandstoneHerit
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